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26 questions 
2 connects
•13 clockwise

•13 anticlockwise

Scoring

•On pounce: +[20 - (no. of teams answering correctly)] / -10

•One bounce: +10



QUIZ CLUB



1. I got the notebook

French academy of sciences announced many awards for a successful 
diagnosis of this “condition”. 
Previous methods included :

1) Piercing the nipples
2) Inserting a stick up the rectum
3) Opening up the stomach
 
Etc. However, in 1848, the problem was solved by a person with a 
stethoscope, that had been invented recently. What ?





Death



2. Cleopatra eh?

Certain places around the world use flesh eating beetles for a very 
specific purpose. The most famous of these places is located in New 
York, and the conventional reason is that the beetles can access areas 
which would be too fragile for humans to handle.

Medical colleges sometimes use those beetles as well. In fact, you’ve 
probably seen what the end product is , for this process. This dates 
back about 60 years.

What , exactly ?





Preparing skeletons for museums



3. I shiz you not

•Competitors can use only the ‘equipment’ provided by Fennolingua. 
Competitors can choose the equipment that fits best to his/her hand 
or looks the best. There are two opposing camps who constantly 
debate whether heavier or lighter provides an advantage. 

•  What championship am I talking about?







4. The Black Pearl

As a teenager, Mozart visited the Sistine Chapel – where, upon hearing 
Allegri’s Miserere, he did something for the very first time, something 
that all of us have engaged in at some point or the other. 

The Pope summoned him to Rome for his action a bit later, but it was 
too late then and his crime had made him famous. Instead of throwing 
him out of Christianity, he was given great fame.

Nowadays, the action may be a bit less extraordinary, given that 
Mozart did not have the tools we do.





First documented example of musical piracy 
in Europe



5. Oh the russians

•  The program is a collaboration between the Dutch National Police 
and raptor training company Guard From Above. It uses the abilities 
of trained eagles to prevent privacy and security issues arising out of 
the use of something that is now becoming quite popular and was 
first used unsuccessfully in India by Francescos' Pizza of Mumbai. 

•  What are the eagles being trained to do?





Drone catching



6. Beat that suckers

Some of the people connected by this achievement are :

Blake Boston ( photographed by his mother at the age of sixteen )

Laina Morris  ( In response to Justin Bieber’s “Boyfriend”, 2012 )

Kyle Craven ( An unfortunate school photo )

Shakeel Ahmad Bhat ( While protesting in Kashmir )

Who are these people ?





Meme images



8. Obligatory China question (dat 
placeholder)
Chengdu in China has set up a Butler Academy – oriented towards 
China’s growing number of millionaires. Butlers are trained in 
housekeeping, organizing high-end banquets, and maintenance of 
expensive cutlery and silverware.

The rather unflattering term for this is called the _____ _____ effect.

Gimme the two blanks, the name of something quite popular.

Hint : Yeh MELA ka saawal hai.







9. Yellow yellow dirty fellow

This is usually drawn on a yellow background. The colour used on the 
yellow can differ, but is usually black.

The inner , outer and outermost radii are in the ratio 2:3:10. Further, 
the angles are divided exactly into 6 parts of 60 degrees each.  
Developed in UC Berkeley in the 40s, this was necessary as there was 
no previous symbol to be used for these new entities.

What ?





Radiation Hazard sign



10. Yes I went to oxford bitches

X came up with the idea for _____ when performing standup comedy 
in Canada while studying in Oxford. He decided to go on the French 
section of the comedy show, despite not knowing any French. 

This , in fact, was going to be a test of silent comedy : X wanted to try 
out _____’s brand of humor by seeing how the audience would react to 
a character who does not speak at all.

Fill in the blank. I don’t want X, because they’re practically 
synonymous.





Mr. Bean



14. The beginning of the end has begun

Megiddo is the first properly recorded battle in history. Fought around 
1500 BC between Egyptians and Kadesh ( a middle-eastern kingdom ) , 
Megiddo was an influence on the history of the region for centuries. 

Near Megiddo , there is a hill – and the word for hill, when coupled 
with Megiddo forms an English word that basically honours Megiddo as 
the site of the first battle – and thus the most important one in history.

What word ?





Armageddon ( from “Har Megiddo” )



15. Amur’s in the news!

FITB in the next slide. Specific answer sought.

Think Russia !









16. In the news for the wrong reasons

Indian Americans are , by some economists : “Hotels, Motels and X”. 
According to economic reports, somewhere around 50-60% of small 
hotels and motels in the United States are owned by Indians, and of 
that , 30-40% are from the same community : X. New York Times once 
reported that the word X in America was thought by some to mean 
motel in Indian languages. Forbes, Wall street Journal etc. have 
undertaken studies into the X dominance of the small hotel market.

Who are they ?





Patels



•A company named Biomatiques Identification Solutions has 
introduced a technology in Tirupati.This is quite apart from RFID 
(Radio Frequency Identification) ear tags, neck tagging with 
transponders, branding using hot iron or freezing methods, paint and 
tattoos which pose health hazards. This has been launched along the 
lines of the Digital India initiative of the Central government. 

•What technology and intended for?





Cow retina scanning



CONNECT 1 ( EXHAUSTIVE )

• 5 elements

• IN SEQUENCE

• Individual elements carry nothing.

• Each picture is an artist and an album. A song – AND ONLY ONE SONG - 
from the album goes into the connect. 

• The connect marks will be there with the slide

• The first element could not be put here due to lack of availability.

• The last element could be added only recently. Very recently.

You can go for the connect RIGHT NOW. All of those are hints. +120/-60 
here.



+100/-50



+80/-40



+60/-30



+40/-20



+20/0



Game of Thrones Trailer songs

• Florence and the Machine – seven devils

•MS MR – Bones

•Chelsea Wolf – Feral Love

•David Bowie ( cover : TV on the Radio ) : Heroes

•Chris Isaak ( cover : James Vincent ) : Wicked Game

Season 1 trailer had no song.



All the blanks 
are the same





Jewish 
Women



Them people

Although the traditional depiction of X is a murdering rapist from the 
seas, the actual X was very different. According to recent historians, 
most X warriors took great care of their hygiene by ancient standards , 
and carrying a comb and a razor was common practice. They usually 
bathed once a week as opposed to the usual practice of never taking a 
bath or once a year in those times.

All these factors led European historians to complain that the X 
warriors were simply too successful with women – indeed some people 
in England complained that the women desired a man like a X , while 
the English thought of X as barbarians.





Vikings



Talented with the tongue

To make money without ads, X uses a simple solution. Once you’ve 
used it a bit, you’ll be asked to test out your skills on a document. Upon 
processing it, the final products are meshed together, and the result 
can be as good as that of a single expert.

This way, X automates the job, usually working on articles from CNN 
and other news sources and thus getting paid, while users don’t feel 
like they’re being directly charged.







 Oh the russians

This is commonly listed one of the most desired jobs in the USA – and it 
requires a perfect command of Russian. The emphasis is to learn 
spoken Russian and read technical manuals and instructions in Cyrillic. 
Fluency is essential due to the possible costs of not following a fast 
conversation.

Needless to say, this practice of learning Russian has spread from USA 
to all other countries where this industry exists. 

Give me the job.





Astronaut



Try to score on one 

Swedish Fall

Toe Touch Basket

Heel stretch

Running table top

All these are moves/techniques in which sport





Cheerleading



Work out, for the rewards

Starting in the 70’s, babies and children began watching TV in ever 
larger numbers, causing rules to add these lines. It was thought that 
without the lines, the two things would become confused as one.

The strictest case of these rules were enforced in the typical hours 
when children watched cartoons – Saturday mornings being a typical 
example. The rule can still be seen in many cases, but it has relaxed 
since then.

Give me the general funda. Not looking for specifics.





“We’ll be back after these messages”

Basically a mandate that the start and end of commercials must be 
distinguished clearly.



Uncle Kim wants you

John Phillips, third year undergrad at Princeton in 1977, was taking a 
course under Freeman Dyson. About to flunk out of college, he 
proposed a project that he was sure would get an A – he badly needed 
one. Amused, his professor let him do it.

Upon successfully completing the project, he became infamous – the 
US government took his project away while the Pakistani embassy tried 
desperately to find the paper. The CIA and the FBI kept watching him.

What had he titled his paper ?





How to build your own Atom Bomb



“Shapath : I can’t take this X anymore” is an upcoming documentary by 
Vinod Kapri. Set in Uttar Pradesh, it tries to document one of the 
biggest problems in rural India, especially for women, through the lives 
of six women, who, upon marriage, realize that they have a huge 
problem in their new homes and return back to their parents.

Give me X, or just the funda.  





Toilets, X = Shit



A sailor in the Royal navy who wishes to do this has to submit a special 
form, upon which the process begins. Two weeks later, he has to show 
the final result to his commanding officer, which will stay only if 
respectable enough.

As a result, if a sailor is ever spotted with this, it is guaranteed to be 
extraordinary.

What ?





Permission to stop shaving form









“Mount” Jane

Before him, there was Pedro Monzon and Gustavo Dezotti from 
Argentina, Marcel Desailly from France, and he was succeeded by John 
Heitinga (Netherlands) in 2010. Yet, he remains the most iconic 
example of this , and immense controversy erupted around the event 
exceeding all the other examples.

Give me the event / the person.





Zidane, Red cards in the Final



• "The Next _________ _______: How to Fill a Job With No 
Description," by Sir Brian Urquhart is an account among others that 
sums up the idea with which the incumbent described it as “the most 
impossible job on this earth” when he received his successor at 
NewYork's Idle wild Airport in April 1953. 

• FITB.













Connect 2

•5 clues, at any point, you can go for it

•No points for the parts.

•Points shown in slides



+100/-50



+80/-40



+60/-30



+40/-20



+20/0





CONNECT

•Only one attempt to each team

•4 slides

•No Negatives

•All of you know the connect



Of course you
don’t know me

 

+120



+80



+40



+20



Victoria’s Secret Angels


